**Description:**

- **ASM 1** SW06-BL16 SLIDE BASE
- **ASM 1** SW06-SL09 SLIDE SADDLE WITH LOCK HANDLES
- **$02** 2 ADJUSTABLE HANDLE, KHB-62, 5/16-18 THREAD x 1.18 LG.

**Dimensions:**

- 5/16-18 TAP THRU PLATE (4) PLC'S.
- MTG. HOLE FOR 5/16 S.H.C.S. (10) PLC'S.

**Notes:**

- DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
- TOLERANCES:
  - ANGULAR: MACH 1/2 DEGREE
  - THREE PLACE DECIMAL ±.005
  - FOUR PLACE DECIMAL ±.0005

**Title:**

DURA-BOND SLIDE

**Model Name:** Gen2 Slide

**Weight:** 43.2 lbs.

**Drawing Number:** SW06-SL09-BL16-LH

**Scale:** NONE
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